Abstract. It has become a widely concerned problem in genetic algorithm and even evolutionary computing field that how to apply genetic algorithm to solve multi-modal optimization problem, and it is the basis for genetic algorithm theory and practical application. Achievements in this aspect are emerging in endless, while theoretical researches are comparatively less. Especially there is no research on influences of external parameters to performances of applying genetic algorithm to solve multi-modal optimization problem yet. This article mainly carries out theoretical researches on this aspect and generalizes corresponding conclusions. The generalized theoretical results are used to improve searching performance of genetic algorithm in solving multi-modal optimization problem. Main research contents of this article include brief review of multi-modal optimization problem and genetic algorithm, analysis of research status of applying genetic algorithm to solve multi-model optimization problem, and introduction to basic theory and development trend of genetic algorithm. In this article, two kinds of complicated evolutionary systems based on infinite population model of genetic algorithm are analyzed, two kinds of new population evolutionary systems are built on this basis, and dynamic equation under the condition of single-gene is derived as well.
Brief Introduction
Growing from nothing and from weak to strong, evolutionary computing methods represented by genetic algorithm and their theoretical researches have gone through more than 40-year history. During this period, heuristic optimization algorithms such as simulated annealing algorithm, ant colony algorithm, immune algorithm and particle swarm optimization algorithm emerged one by one and they had even better effects in solving certain problems. However, by comparing statistics of researches in each period, it can be seen that no matter from the quantity of articles or research depth, evolutionary computing is always in the dominant position. If it is only a kind of method of optimizing numerical value and systematic design, it would not attract longstanding attentions from so many scholars. One reason for eternity of evolutionary algorithm researches is that evolutionary algorithm itself is a simulation of biological evolution and genetic process, and that researches on genetic algorithm can help better understandings on essence of biological evolution. This is why scholars are also interested in some detailed features of it. Questions like "is it better with more crossovers or more variations" are still argued today, and different opinions would derive different research branches, thus making evolutionary computing field prosperous. Long-term accumulations have set sound theoretical basis for follow-up studies of evolutionary computing, which is also an important reason for its continuous development.
Multi-modal optimization problem exists in every aspect of the actual production and life, but just in recent 10 or 20 years, it actually became a subject to which attached importance. Development of decision science defines existence value of this problem. In the past, people only needed one of the global optimal solutions, but they increasingly realize that information grasped by system analyzers and decision makers are asymmetric, and system analyzers need to provide as many alternatives as possible for decision makers to make judgments according to grasped special information. Moreover, due to all kinds of objective limitations, some global optimal solutions are not applicable in practical application, so more global optimal solutions and local extremum solutions are needed as alternatives. A large number of non-classical algorithms are put forward, providing conditions for solving this problem. Former classic mathematical methods could only search single local extremum solution, which lacked global searching ability, therefore, heuristic search algorithms such as genetic algorithm made up this defect. All in all, along with development of operational research and system science and their applications in actual problems, multi-modal optimization problems are increasingly attracting people's attentions.
How to apply GA to solve multi-modal optimization problem has become a research focus in GA field and with very important practical significances. Achievements in this aspect are emerging in endless, while theoretical researches are comparatively less. Especially there is no research on influences of external parameters to performances of applying GA to solve multi-modal optimization problem yet. Therefore, strengthening theoretical research on this aspect is very important for further improving GA.
In this article, influences of attraction domain of local extremum solutions to GA convergence results and influences of parameter searching space scale to GA searching capability are discussed, and the conclusions speak volumes for necessity of reasonable division of solution space. In combination with orthogonal design method, GA based on reasonable division of solution space is put forward, and simulation experiments verify validity of GA in solving multi-modal optimization problem.
Features of Genetic Algorithm
Main features of GA are as follows:
(1) Loose limitations of GA to optimization objects. Because after selecting coding scheme, the one processed by GA is code-set of parameters other than function itself, so there are no specific requirements for nature of optimization function, which is different from requirements of traditional optimization methods for continuity and differentiability of optimization functions.
(2) Searching initial point of GA is initial population other than single initial point, which method is in favor of search process jumping out of local extreme point with large probability, thus improving ability of GA in searching global optimal solutions.
(3) GA possesses implicit parallelism. Considering solution process of GA from the modal aspect, at the same time when processing individuals of the colony, individual modes are process as well, showing feature of parallel processing.
(4) GA construction is simple and easy to realize, it has no excessive limits to specific operation environment, and it can be realized on different hardware and software platforms.
(5) In search process of GA, probability transformation criterion is adopted other than certainty criterion. This criterion is only a tool to lead the search process towards more optimal area of searching space. It seems a blindness search, but actually it has specific and clear search direction.
(6) GA possesses typical dynamic features. Genetic operators will generate complicated dynamic behaviors during algorithm operational process, and GA will show up quasi periodicity and chaotic characteristics when solving some problems.
The above mentioned features make GA simple to use, strong in robustness, and easy for parallelization and theoretical analysis, thus can be widely applied in reality.
Schemata Theorem of Genetic Algorithm
Holland firstly put forward Schemata Theorem in 1975, and so far Schemata Theorem is greatly developed. Applications of Markov Model, general statistic models and analytic solution model enrich achievements of Schemata Theorem.
According to coding viewpoint of Holland, binary coding based on character set {0, 1} is the optimal coding scheme. In GA, practical problem is generally expressed as bit string space composed of character set {0, 1}, namely
. Schema H is a set composed of bit strings in . Introduction of schemata provides a useful tool for similarity measurement and theoretical analysis of bit strings with finite length defined based on finite character set. Through analyzing influences of genetic operators to survival quantity of schemas, Holland worked out famous Schemata Theorem. Schemata Theorem: under functions of selection, crossover and variation of genetic operators, those schemas which with low order and short distance and exceed average fitness value will increase by exponential order along with increase of iterations.
Schemata Theorem can be expressed as the following formula:
Wherein, E(H，t+1) represents quantity of individuals which belong to Schemata H and contained in t+1 generation population, N represents population size, p(H，t) represents existence probability of Schemata H in t moment, Even so, Schemata Theorem still can not explain specific mechanism from GA convergence to optimal solution, so Holland put forward famous Building Blocks Hypothesis in further research. Building blocks mean those schemas which with low order and short distance and exceed average fitness value.
Building Blocks Hypothesis: under functions of evolutionary operators, building blocks can form schemas with high order, long distance and fitness value higher than average through restructuring, thus constituting larger building blocks.
Schemata Theorem accurately describes competitive relation between schemas within GA population, while Building Blocks Hypothesis indicates inheritance and restructuring relations existing between effective genes. Based on analysis, Holland and Goldberg put forward that number of schemas with effective process is   3 n O , and this nature is called as implicit parallelism. The above mentioned theory, called as Schemata Theorem, is a relatively systematic theory to explain GA optimizing principal.
Influences of Attraction Domain Size of Local Extremum Solutions to Results of GA Convergence
Generally speaking, there is always a valley bottom between peak values of two local extremum solutions, whose fitness value is smaller than the around values. Taking local extremum solution as center and adjacent valley bottoms as boarders, thus so-called attraction domain of this local extremum solution is formed. Fitness values from valley bottom to central peak are increasing. When solving multi-modal function optimization problem, if individuals of GA initial population are all in attraction domain of a certain local extremum solution, or if individual diversities of search population decrease along with increase of evolutionary algebra and the residual individuals are all in attraction domain of a certain local extremum solution, it is probably that GA would fall into local extremum solution. This probability is related to attraction domain size of local extremum solution, the larger attraction domain of local extremum solution is, the higher probability of algorithm falling into local extremum solution is. Generally, it is hard to tell the exact position of valley bottom, so attraction domain size is estimated by half distance between local extremum solution and its adjacent local extremum solution.
How will attraction domain size of each local extremum solution affect search results of GA? This question will be analyzed through the following specific examples.
Firstly, some typical multi-modal optimization functions are introduced as follows. 
